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To participate in a meeting in Stockholm, Sweden, of the
• International Energy Agency Executive Committee on Alternative

Motor Fuels and to present a pre-proposal on behalf of the U.S. for
a new annex for the committee.
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11/21-23/90 IEA Committee Stockholm, Sweden
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INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY COMMITTEE MEETING

This was the 13th meeting of the Executive Committee on Alternative Motor Fuels
and the 5th meeting that the traveler has attended at the request of the Office of Alternative

Fuels. Participating countries and their delegates to this meeting are listed in the Appendix.
The first day, November 21, of the three-day meeting was devoted to technical visits to
SAAB-Scania in Sodertajle and the SL Bus Depot (city bus company) in Stockholm. At
SAAB-Scania there were presentations by several staff members detailing the status of

development of alternative fuels at SAAB-Scania, and at the bus depot there was an
inspection of an ethanol bus and a flexible-fuel Volvo.

The next two days were devoted to committee meetings during which additional
presentations on alternative fuels developments in Sweden were heard, and reviews of the
status of annexes sponsored by the committee were given by committee delegates. The
traveler presented a pre-proposal for a new annex related So environmental impacts of
alternative and conventional fuels. On the third day the Executive Committee met and
deliberated on future directions and activities of the committee.

Technical Vk;its - SAAB-Scania and SL Bus Depot

Delegates were transported by ethanol bus to Sodertalje, about 40 miles from
Stockholm, for a visit -,,,i_h SAAB-Scania, a major European producer of cars and heavy
trucks. Most of the attention during the visit was on the activities of Scania, the tru_:k
division of the company, and their interests in alternative fuels for emissions reductions from
heavy-duty diesel engines. Presenters and their subjects during this visit are listed below:

SAAB-Scania's Development of Heavy Duty Engines for Low Emissions - Tommy
Bertilson, SAAB-Scania

Ethanol Engines, Status and Future Development - Eva Nystrom, SAAB-', "mia

Field Tests and Future Plans with Low Emission Buses at SL -

Charlie Ryden, SL Bus Company

Fuel Ethanol, Production Today and Potential for the Future - Carry Bengtsson,
SEKAB and SSEU

The emphasis in Scania on ethanol rather than methanol, being rather ,mique in
today's alternative fuels activities, was explained with the following:2

- Ethanol would help achieve lower particulate levels.

- Ethanol would be easier to optimize for low nitrogen ddes.
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- Ethanol would facilitate the use of an oxidizing catalyst to reduce hydrocarbons,
carbon monoxide, and particulates.

- Ethanol would tolerate exhaust gas recirculation to further reduce nitrogen oxides.

Since the same reasons could also be stated for methanol, one wonders if the

attention to ethanol is a result of political pressure of some sort in Sweden in general and in
Scania in particular. Indeed, there appears to be a very large biomass energy research
program in Sweden which presumably could be direc:ted toward ethanol production. Other
conversations revealed a very considerable concern by the Swedes with the carbon
dioxide/global warming effects of various fuels, and this fact may help to justify their interest
in biofuels.

Before leaving SAAB-Scania the group had a brief tour of Scania's engine laboratory
used for research projects as well as durability tests of prototype components.

At the SL Bus Depot, the ethanol refueling facility was demonstrated to the group.
They have incorporated a number of clever ideas in this facility to provide almost completely

automated fuel delivery and to prevent spillage of fuel. Also on display at this site was a new
flexible fuel Volvo destined for the California alternative fuels program. This car, as is the
case for the American cars being provided to California, can run on methanol, gasoline, or
any combination of the two. The Volvo people were cautious about the use of ethanol in this
car, a position that seemed a little unusual compared to that of the American manufacturers
regarding their versions of flexible fuel vehicles.

Executive Committee Meetings

The Executive Committee met on the next two days, November 22 and 23, to hearthe status of current annexes and to consider possible additional annexes. Before getting to
the work of the committee, the delegates heard more presentations from the Swedish hosts
as follows:

Welcoming Remarks - Christer Heinegard, Swedish Board for Technical Development

Alternative Fuels Policy in Sweden, Rolf AImerberg, Under..Secretary, Ministry ofIndustry

Transportation Fuels and Environmental Requirements - Bjarne Lindberg, Statoil

Some Views and Experiences of Alternative Fuels at Volvo - Jan Kemlin, V o 1v o
Truck and Ove Backlund, Volvo Car
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A common theme either spoken or implied by the speakers was that developments
in the U.S. in fuels and environment will have great impact on legislation and marketing
requirements in Sweden. It is clear that the U.S. is looked upon as the driving force in
alternative fuels as well as in concern for environment that seems to be the foundation for

developments in fuels and engines today.

Status of Annexes

Annex 2 - Claes Pilo, Ecotraffic, Sweden

Dr. Claes Pilo reported on the past half-year's activities in Annex 2, "Technology
Information Exchange," which is a long-term, general information exchange project. It deals
with a variety of alcohol-related topics of interest to the participating countries. The
information developed as a result of this annex centers on analyses and state-of-the-art
reports called "Trends" which are issued periodically. Reports in preparation are, "Alcohol
Vehicle Emissions - Environment - Health" and "Unregulated Emissions."

Dr. Pilo also proposed that the committee consider either another annex or an
addition to this o,e that would evaluate ongoing and planned studies of "full cycle emissions"
- dealirg with the issues of total environmental impact of fuels, conventional and alternative.
Such ,m assessment would censider ali phases of concern from resource to fuel production
to utilization.

Professor Ito of Japan also made a short presentation during this period on an update
of fleet tests of methanol vehicles in Japan. Specifically, he reported on those fleet trials
supported by the Ministry of Transport. Among tlm results of the fleet tests, emissions results
taken over time show that the vehicles are maintaining good control of emissions even after
30,000 km of drivira-,.

Annex 3 - Gordon Hamilton, Sypher:Mueller International

The progress report on Annex 3, "Diesel Field Trials and Analysesi" was presented
by Gordon Hal,iilton of Sypher:Mueller International in Canada. This annex deals with
establishing a data base and methanol reference library for heavy-duty, methanol-fueled diesel
engines. Mr. Hamilton distributed two final reports which will be printed and distributed
soon; they were:

"Exhaust Emissions from Heavy Duty Engines" and
"Alternative Fuels for Heavy-Duty Engines: Status of Fleet Trials"

It was reported that Annex 3 is nearly out of funds and that quantitative comparisons
of fleet operations of heavy-duty, alternative fuel engines had not been as successful as

. originally expected. There were suggestions offered on how the annex could be extended,

and these suggestions were considered in the Executive Committee later.
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Annex 4 - Liviu Vancea, Ene.rgy, Mines and Resources, Canada

Progress in Annex 4, "Alcohol Production," was presented by Dr. Liviu Vancea of
Canada's Ministry of Energy, Mines and Resources. This is primarily a study of costs of '
producing alcohols and other oxygenates from fossil fuels. Three proposals for additional
work under this annex were also distributed and discussed; they are described below:

Jenson Associates proposal A - To define the relationship between gas
supply investment costs and the company pricing margins required to justify
investment in methanol projects.

Jenson Associates proposal B - To compare the economic attractiveness of moving
gas as methanol, LNG, and middle distillate versus local power generation.

TDA Research proposal - To compare the production of ethanol and methanol from
lignocellulosic biomass.

Action taken on these proposals will be discussed under the report of the Executive
Committee meeting later.

Annex 5 - Nils-Olaf N¥1und, Technical Research Center of Finland

Mr. Nils-Olaf Nylund of the Finnish Technical Research Center reported on the
progress in the new Annex 5, "Emissions from Alternative and Conventional Fueled Engines
ruder Cold Ambient Conditions." This annex has been active only since the last Executive

Committee meeting in Los Angeles, and progress has been slow so far. The biggest
impediment has been the lack of alternative fueled engines on which the experiments can be
made. The Finns had solicited the support of the other committee members in acquiring
engines for use in this annex, and most have encountered problems in doing so because the
availability of engines is extremely limited due to commitments by the manufacturers to
deliver alternative fuel vehicles in the near future. The time in the interim has been used for

testing methods of measuring unregulating emissions as well as in shaking down their engine
test facility.

The traveler offered to look into the prospects of providing one of the methanol
engines from the fleet at Argonne National Laboratory as a stopgap measure for the near
future. Methanol vehicles at Argonne are being replaced soon, and engines there represent
nearly contemporary technology, and therefore, may still be relevant to the study.

Annex 6 - Matthew Bol, Sypher:Mueller International

Mr. Matthew Bol of Sypher:Mueller International presented the progress report on
Annex 6, "Natural Gas as a Motor Fuel - State-of-the-Art Review." This is also a new annex

intended to be an assessment of the technology of natural gas as a motor fuel, much the same
as was done for alcohol fuels in the now-completed Annex 1. An outline and table of
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contents of the final report of this annex was distributed and discussed at length so as to
solicit the committee members' thoughts on content of the annex.

Proposed Annex 7 - Ralph McGill, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

The traveler presented a pre-proposal for Annex 7, "Comparison of Relative
Environmental Impact of Alternative and Conventional Fuels - A Review of Research
Results." The objective of this annex would be to review and summarize current and past
studies of environmental impact of fuels and determine the extent to which tlm studies clarify

', the relative air quality benefits of various alternative and conventional fuels. This process
'_ would also help to identify the gaps in technology and areas where further research is needed.
i
i While recognizing that a number of efforts may be attempting to do very similar work,

the committee believes that none have taken a comprehensive look at ali facets of
environmental problems with fuels from a worldwide perspective. The pre-proposal was well

received, and many good comments were offered and discussed and will be factored into a
more detailed proposal to be presented at the next meeting.

Executive Committee Meeting

The Executive Committee convened immediately following ali of the presentations of
status of annexes. Discussion of soliciting the involvement of other countries in this
implementing agreement centered on the proposition of extending invitations to eastern
European, formerly communist countries. There were also discussions of the need for
coordination between this committee and the Bioenergy committee of IEA which was
represented at this meeting by Arne Johansson of Ecotraffic. In this regard, Chairman
Garibaldi had attended the Executive Committee meeting of the Bioenergy Agreement in
September and presented an overview of the activities of this committee.

Action on Existing Annexes

In action on existing annexes, the committee agreed to plans for printing and
distribution of reports from Annexes 3 and 4. Regarding the three proposals for additional
work under Annex 4, it was agreed in principal to accept the Jenson Associates proposal B,
intended to compare the economic attractiveness of moving gas as methanol, LNG, and
middle distillate fuels. However, a new statement of work for the extension will be drafted

and circulated among national representatives for comment before commencing with the
work. The Jenson Associates proposal A was rejected by the committee.

On the TDA Research proposal on production of methanol and ethanol from
lignocellulosic biomass, the committee wanted Canada to consult with members of the

Bioenergy Agreement about the advisability of this committee's pursuing of this study. Then,
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the proposal can be revised if necessary and circulated to member countries before the next
meeting of the Executive Committee.

With regard to Finland's difficulties in obtaining engines for use in Annex 5, Chairman
Garibaldi will send letters to engine manufacturers soliciting alternative fuel engines that may
be acquired from them for use in this study. In the meantime, Finland will start work with
their baseline engine and baseline fuel. Also, the U.S. will look into the possibilities of
donating one of their used, decommissioned methanol engines from fleet use.

No action was necessary on Annexes 2 and 6.

Action on New Annexes

l

The pre-proposal for Annex 7 from the U.S. was enthusiastically received, and many
comments and suggestions were offered for consideration of inclusion in the final proposal
to be presented at the next meeting.

Other Business

Chairman Garibaldi and Vice-Chairman Konno were reelected to their positions on
this committee. The location and date for the next meeting were agreed to be Finland during
the week of August 26, 1991. Details will be forthcoming from Finland later.i
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APPENDIX A

ITINERARY
,,

11/19-20/90 Travel en route, Knoxville to Stockb,olm, Sweden

11/21/90 Technical Visits - SAAB-Scania, Sodertalje, and
SL Bus Depot, Stocld_olm

11/22-23/90 IEA Committee Meeting, Stockholm, Sweden

11/24/90 Travel en route, Stockholm to Knoxville
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

IEA Committeeon AlternativeMotor Fuels

November 21-23,1990

U.S.A.

Jerry Allsup DOE
Ralph McGill ORNL

CANADA

Liviu Vancea Energy, Mines, and Resources
Gordon Hamilton Sypher:Mueller International
Bernie James Energy, Mines, and Resources
Mat,', :w Bol Sypher:Mueller International '

ITAL..Y.

Pier-Paulo Garibaldi, Chairman Ecofuel

NEW ZEALAND

Absent member

SWEDEN ,,

Gunner Kinbom Swedish Board for Technical Development
Claes Piio Ecotraffic

Folke Schippel, Secretary Ministry of Industry

FINLAND ,,

Nils-Olaf Nylund Technical Research Center
Kai Sipila Technical Research Center
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JAPAN

Kunisuke Konno, Vice-chairman New Energy Development Organization
Tadashi Ayusawa Japan Automobile Research Institute
Kenichi Ito Consultant, Japan Automobile

Transport Technology Association
Yoshihiro Wahira Japan Transport Economics Research Center
Kaoru Shiraki New Energy Development Organization
Hitoshi Koike Japan Automobile Transport

Technology Association



APPENDIX C

LITERATURE ACQUIRED

"Exhaust Emissions from Heavy Duty Vehicles," Sypher:Mueller International, Ottawa,
Canada, November 1990.

"Alternative Fuels for Heavy-Duty Engines: Status of Fleet Trials," Sypher:Mueller
International, Ottawa, Canada, November 1990'

"IEA Bioenergy Annual Report 1989," Swedish National Energy Administration,
Stockholm, Sweden, January 31, 1990.
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